Introduction
The analytic torsion of the de Rham complex of an odd-dimensional manifold, introduced by D. Ray and I. Singer in [36] was expressed as a special value of a zeta function defined in local geometric terms by D. Fried [13] in case that the manifold was odd dimensional hyperbolic, i.e. the universal covering is an odd dimensional noncompact symmetric space of rank one. Similar zeta functions have been studied for general rank one spaces by R. Gangolli [15] and M. Wakayama [40] .
The first breakthrough to higher rank was achieved by H. Moscovici and R. Stanton in [34] , where they used a higher supersymmetry argument for the calculation of orbital integrals. This method was developed further in [10] to cover all odd-dimensional spaces of higher rank. In this paper we give a construction for the Hermitian case that expresses the holomorphic torsion of Ray and Singer [35] as a special value of a similar zeta function. See also [14] for the rank one case.
We get additional terms which may be interpreted as "L 2 determinants" and we calculate a special value, which turns out to be a quotient of ordinary holomorphic torsion and the holomorphic L 2 torsion (see [31] ).
We will shortly describe the results: Let X denote an Hermitian symmetric space of the noncompact type. Let Γ be an uniform torsion free lattice in the group of orientation preserving isometries G of X and let X Γ denote the quotient Γ\X. Write (ϕ, V ϕ ) for a finite dimensional unitary representation of Γ. For simplicity we will assume X to be irreducible and Γ to be nice [5] which means that for each γ ∈ Γ no eigenvalue of the adjoint representation Ad(γ) is a root of unity. From [5] we take that every arithmetic Γ has a nice subgroup of finite index.
To every Cartan subgroup H of splitrank one we define the set E H (Γ) of Γ-conjugacy classes that lie in G-conjugacy classes meeting H and let E p H (Γ) denote the subset of primitive conjugacy classes. Since Γ is the fundamental group of X Γ there is a bijection between the set of conjugacy classes of Γ and the set of free homotopy classes of closed paths in X Γ . For every γ ∈ Γ let X γ denote the union of all closed geodesics in the class [γ] . By [12] we know that X γ is a submanifold of X Γ . For any manifold Y let χ 1 (Y ) denote the first higher Euler number of Y , so χ 1 (Y ) = − dim(Y ) p=0 p(−1) p dim(H p (Y )). Write A for the split part of the Cartan H and fix a parabolic P = M AN . Write n for the complex Lie algebra of N . Take [γ] ∈ E H (Γ) then γ is in G conjugate to an element h γ of H which can be chosen to act expandingly on n. This action can be identified with the expanding part of the Poincaré map around the geodesic γ.
Let c(H) denote the number of restricted roots with respect to the split component of H, then c(H) = 1 or 2. In the case c(H) = 1 we consider the generalized Selberg zeta function where T hol (X Γ , ϕ) denotes the holomorphic torsion of the flat bundle defined by h and T (2) hol (X Γ ) denotes the holomorphic L 2 torsion of X Γ . One also can prove a formula for the case that Γ is not necessarily nice but still torsion free, which looks a little bit more complicated.
The contents of this paper also generalizes to give zeta functions for the higher holomorphic torsions T p or, more generally, to zeta functions for the torsion with coefficients in an arbitrary homogeneous bundle E. The p-th holomorphic torsion is then the special case E = ∧ p T * + , where T + is the holomorphic tangent bundle.
I thank Andreas Juhl for his comments on an earlier version of this paper.
Notation
We will write N, Z, Q, R, C for the natural, integer, rational, real and complex numbers.
For any locally compact group G we writeĜ for the unitary dual, i.e. the set of equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations.
Throughout we will use small german letters to denote Lie algebras of the corresponding Lie groups which will be denoted by capital roman letters. A subscript zero will indicate the Lie algebra over R, otherwise it will be its complexification, So for example G a Lie group, then we write g 0 = Lie R (G) and g = g 0 ⊗ R C.
A virtual vector space V will be the formal difference of two vector spaces, i.e.:
An endomorphism A of a virtual space V is a pair of endomorphisms A ± on V + and V − resp. The trace and determinant of A are then
Every vector space V with Z-grading will naturally be considered as a virtual vector space by
As an example consider the exterior algebra over the finite dimensional space V then for any endomorphism A of V we have the well known formula
For an endomorphism A of a finite dimensional vector space V denote
Holomorphic torsion
We first need to lay some groundwork concerning determinants. A positive, possibly unbounded operator A on a Hilbert space H will be called zetaadmissible, if -there is a p ≥ 1 such that A −p is of trace class and -the trace of the heat operator e −tA admits an asymptotic expansion
The reader should notice that, from the fact that A −p is of trace class it immediately follows that the Hilbert space H is separable and has a basis of A-eigenvectors, each eigenvalue occurring with a finite multiplicity and the eigenvalues cumulating at most at infinity.
Under these circumstances one defines the zeta function of A as:
Then for Res >> 0 and λ >> 0 we consider the Mellin transform of θ A :
The asymptotic expansion shows that for fixed λ > 0 the function z → M (z, λ) = Γ(z)ζ A+λ (z) is holomorphic in C up to simple poles at −α k − n, k, n ≥ 0 of residue res z=−α k −n M(z, λ) = λ n c k .
(When two of those coincide the residues add up.) This shows that ζ A+λ (z) is regular at z=0. Extending the case of finite dimension we define:
Using the asymptotic expansion one sees that the function λ → det(A + λ) extends to an entire function with zeroes given by the eigenvalues of -A, the multiplicity of a zero at λ 0 being the multiplicity of the eigenvalue λ 0 . We will extend the definition of the determinant det(A) to the situation where not necessarily A but A ′ = A | (ker A) ⊥ is zeta admissible, then we will define ζ A = ζ A ′ and det(A) = det(A ′ ).
Let E = (E 0 → E 1 → . . . → E n ) be an elliptic complex over a smooth manifold M . Assume each E k is equipped with a Hermitian metric. Then we can form the Laplace operators △ k as second order differential operators. When considered as unbounded operators on the spaces L 2 (E k ) these are known to be zeta admissible. Now define the torsion of E as
Note that this definition differs by an exponent 2 from the original one [36] .
For a compact smooth Riemannian manifold M and E → M a flat Hermitian vector bundle the complex of E-valued forms on M satisfies the conditions above so that we can define the torsion τ (E) via the de Rham complex. Now assume further, M is Kählerian and E holomorphic then we may also consider the torsion T (E) of the Dolbeault complex ∂ : Ω 0,. (M, E) → Ω 0,.+1 (M, E). The holomorphic torsion was introduced in [35] .
We now define L 2 -torsion. For the following see also [31] . Let M denote a compact oriented smooth manifold, Γ its fundamental group andM its universal covering. Let E = E 0 → . . . → E n denote an elliptic complex over M andẼ =Ẽ 0 → . . . →Ẽ n its pullback toM . Assume all E k are equipped with Hermitian metrics.
Let△ p and △ p denote the corresponding Laplacians. The ordinary torsion was defined via the trace of the complex powers △ s p . The L 2 -torsion will instead be defined by considering the complex powers of△ p and applying a different trace functional. Write F for a fundamental domain of the Γaction onM then as a Γ-module we have
The von Neumann algebra V N (Γ) generated by the right action of Γ on l 2 (Γ)has a canonical trace making it a type II 1 von Neumann algebra if Γ is infinite [16] . This trace and the canonical trace on the space B(L 2 (E)) of bounded linear operators on L 2 (E) define a trace tr Γ on V N (Γ) ⊗ B(L 2 (E)) which makes it a type II ∞ von Neumann algebra. The corresponding dimension function is denoted dim Γ . Assume for example, a Γ-invariant operator T on L 2 (E) is given as integral operator with a smooth kernel k T , then a computation shows
The reader familiar with the Selberg trace formula will immediately recognize this as the "term of the identity".
It follows for the heat operator e −t△p that
From this we read off that tr Γ e −t△p satisfies the same small time asymptotics as tre −t△p . Let△ ′ p =△ p | ker(△p) ⊥ . Unfortunately very little is known about large time asymptotics of tr Γ (e −t△ ′ p ) (see [32] ). Let [32] ). Then N S(△ p ) is always ≥ 0. J. Lott showed in [31] that the Novikov-Shubin invariants of Laplacians are homotopy invariants of a manifold. J.Lott and W. Lück conjecture in [32] that the Novikov-Shubin invariants of Laplace operators are always positive rational or ∞.
Throughout we will assume that the Novikov-Shubin invariant of △ p is positive. We will consider the integral
which converges for ℜ(s) >> 0 and extends to a meromorphic function on the entire plane which is holomorphic at s = 0, as is easily shown by using the small time asymptotics ([4],Thm 2.30). Further the integral
converges for ℜ(s) < 1 2 N S(△ p ), so in this region we define the L 2 -zeta function of △ p as ζ Assuming the Novikov-Shubin invariant of △ p to be positive we define the
△p (s)).
Now let the L 2 -torsion be defined by
Again let M be a Kähler manifold and E → M a flat Hermitian holomorphic vector bundle then we will write T
hol (E) for the L 2 -torsion of the Dolbeault complex Ω 0, * (M, e).
The trace of the heat kernel
LetX denote a compact locally symmetric space whose universal covering X is Hermitian globally symmetric of the noncompact type. Then X = G/K where G is the connected component of the group of isometries of X and K is a maximal compact subgroup of G. Then there is a torsion-free uniform lattice Γ in G such thatX = Γ\X = Γ\G/K. Further, Γ ∼ = π 1 (X), the fundamental group ofX. We will therefore write X Γ instead ofX. It follows that G is a semisimple Lie group without center that admits a compact Cartan subgroup T ⊂ K. We denote the real Lie algebras of G, K and T by g 0 , k 0 and t 0 and their complexifications by g, k and t. We will denote the Killing form of g by B. As well, we will write B for the diagonal of the Killing form, so B(X) = B(X, X). Denote by p 0 the orthocomplement of k 0 in g 0 with respect to B then via the differential of exp the space p 0 is isomorphic to the real tangent space of X = G/K at the point eK. Let Φ(t, g) denote the system of roots of (t, g), let Φ c (t, g) = Φ(t, k) denote the subset of compact roots and Φ nc = Φ − Φ c the set of noncompact roots. To any root α let g α denote the corresponding root space. Fix an ordering Φ + on Φ = Φ(t, g) and let p ± = α∈Φ + nc g ±α . Then the complexification p of p 0 splits as p = p + ⊕ p − and the ordering can be chosen such that this decomposition corresponds via exp to the decomposition of the complexified tangent space of X into holomorphic and antiholomorphic part.
Let θ denote the Cartan involution on g 0 and on G corresponding to the choice of K. Extend θ linearly to g. Let H denote a θ-stable Cartan subgroup of G then H = AB where A is the connected split component and B compact. The use of the letter B here will not cause any confusion. The dimension of A is called the split rank of H. Let a denote the complex Lie algebra of A. Then a is an abelian subspace of p = p + ⊕ p − . Let X → X c denote the complex conjugation on g according to the real form g 0 . The next lemma shows that a lies skew to the decomposition p = p + ⊕ p − .
Lemma. 2.1
Let P r ± denote the projections from p to p ± then we have dim P r + (a) = dim P r − (a) = dim a, or, what amounts to the same: a ∩ p ± = 0.
Proof: a is stable under complex conjugation which interchanges p + and p − . So let X ∈ p + be such that X + X c ∈ a. Since a is abelian, the assumption i(X −X c ) ∈ a would lead to 0 = [X +X c , i(X −X c )] = 2i[X c , X] and the latter only vanishes for X = 0. So a does not contain X or X c and the claim follows.
2
Let n = 2m denote the real dimension of X and for 0 ≤ p, q ≤ m let Ω p,q (X) denote the space of smooth (p, q)-forms on X. Fix a finite dimensional unitary representation (ϕ, V ϕ ) of the group Γ. Then ϕ defines an Hermitian flat holomorphic vector bundle E ϕ = X × Γ V ϕ over X Γ . On the space Ω p,q (X Γ , E ϕ ) of E ϕ -valued forms we have a Laplacian △ ϕ p,q,Γ and we write △ p,q,Γ for the Laplacian on Ω p,q (X Γ ). Then △ p,q,Γ is the pushdown of the Laplacian △ p,q on Ω p,q (X).
By [2] the heat operator e −t△p,q has a smooth kernel h p,q t of rapid decay in
Now fix p and set for t > 0
where tr means the trace in End(∧ p p + ⊗ ∧ q p − ).
Pseudocuspforms
We want to compute the trace of f p t on the principal series representations. To this end let H = AB be a θ-stable Cartan subgroup with split part A and compact part B. Let P denote a parabolic subgroup of G with Langlands decomposition P = M AN . Note that M is of inner type (see [19] , Lemma 4.9). Let (ξ, W ξ ) denote an irreducible unitary representation of M , e ν a quasicharacter of A and set π ξ,ν = Ind G P (ξ ⊗ e ν+ρ P ⊗ 1), where ρ P is the half of the sum of the P -positive roots.
By Frobenius reciprocity this equals
In view of the preceding proposition fix a Θ-stable Cartan subgroup H = AB with dim(A) = 1 and a parabolic P = M AN . Fix a system of positive roots compatible with P and let ρ denote the half sum of positive
Let c = c(H) denote the number of positive roots in φ(a, g). Since a is a split torus and there is a real root, it follows c = 1 or c = 2.
In the case c = 2 the space M/K M inherits the complex structure from
Proof: Let H be a generator of a 0 . Write α r for the unique positive real root in φ(h, g). Since for any root α we have 2B(α, α r )/B(α r ) ∈ ±{0, 1, 2, 3} the only possible roots in φ + (a, g) are α r /2, α r , 3α r /2. Consider an embedding g ֒→ gl n such that the Cartan involution becomes θ(X) = −X t and a is mapped to the diagonal. Since [g αr , θ(g αr )] = a it is easy to see that 3α r /2 does not occur.
Assume there is a root α = α r such that α| a = α r | a . Then B(α, α r ) > 0 and hence β = α − α r is a root. The root β is imaginary. Suppose β is compact, then g β ⊂ k M and we have [g αr , g β ] = g α , which contradicts [k M , g αr ] = 0. It follows that β is noncompact and thus it follows
X} is the rootspace for the restricted root α r | a . Let g 1 as above the simple ideal containing a, then g 1 also contains g αr and hence we may substitute p M 1 in the above. Assume the root space g αr/2|a is nonzero, then (a ⊕ m ⊕ n r ⊕ g αr/2|a ⊕ g −αr/2|a ) ∩ g 1 would be a nontrivial ideal of g 1 , therefore α r /2 does not occur as root of (a, g) and we may state
The map φ : X → [X, Y n ] has no kernel in p M 1 since this would similarly allow us to construct a nontrivial ideal of g 1 . The map
To derive the assertion for the case c = 1 it remains to show
It remains the case where there exists no such root α as above. This
So p M inherits the holomorphic structure and so does n. Since the maps φ and ψ above are K M -homomorphisms and p + is given by a choice of positive roots the claim follows. 2
Computation of Casimir eigenvalues
In this section we will prove a general lemma which we will apply to the group M later. So here we will not assume G connected, but G should be of inner type (see [19] Lemma 4.9). Also the space X = G/K will not always be Hermitian. Let (τ, V τ ) denote an irreducible unitary representation of K. Since G is of inner type, the Casimir operator C K of K acts as a scalar τ (C K ) on V τ .
Lemma. 2.3 Assume X Hermitian and let (π, W π ) be an irreducible unitary representation of G and assume that
Proof: Consider p as a subspace of the Clifford algebra Cl(B, p). We will make S = ∧ * p − a Cl(B, p)-module. For this let x ∈ p − act on S via
This prescription turns S into a nontrivial Cl(B, p)-module. Since there is only one such of the dimension of S, we conclude that S is the nontrivial irreducible Cl(B, p)-module. Therefore the argumentations of [1] apply to S and especially the formula of Parthasarathy ([1], (A13)). Note that in [1] everything was done under the assumption of G being connected. Since G is of inner type, however, π(C) will be a scalar. Writing G 0 for the connected component, the representation π| G 0 will decompose as a finite sum of irreducibles on each of which the formula of Parthasarathy holds. Thus it holds globally. Let d ± be defined as in loc. cit. then our assumption leads to ker(d + d − ) ∩ π ⊗ S(τ ) = 0, and therefore 0 = τ (C K ) − π(C) − B(ρ) + B(ρ K ). Lemma. 2.4 Assume c = c(H) = 2 and let (σ, W σ ) be an irreducible Msubrepresentation of ∧ l n such that W σ ∩ ∧ l n − = 0. Since M is of inner type there is an infinitesimal character λ σ of σ and we have
where α r is the unique positive real root of t M ⊕ a.
Proof: The assertion follows from Corollary 5.7 of [28] , here one uses the fact that the boundary map ∂ of the Lie algebra homology H * (n) maps * (n + ⊕ n − ) to n r ∧ * (n + ⊕ n − ) and maps * n − to zero. 
where ρ M 1 ,n is the half of the sum of the noncompact roots of m 1 = m ∩ g 1 .
In the case that rank(X) = 1, the last summand does not occur.
Convention. In the case of rank one the last summand is undefined. To keep the formulas unified we will agree to consider it as zero then.
Proof: Let x 1 , . . . , x n be a basis of p M,+ consisting of root vectors with respect to t M and such that B(x j , x c j ) = 1, where x c is the complex conjugate of x. Let L be the element of the Lie algebra of k M defined by
Since (x c j ) is the dual basis to (x j ) it follows that L lies in the center of k M . Furthermore L is imaginary so that weights will take real values on L.
Consider the K M -module n − . We will show now that the center of k M acts on n − by a character. To prove this we may momentarily assume that g is simple. It then follows that m is simple and that the centers of k and k M are one dimensional.
Recall that t is spanned by t M and X + θ(X), where 0 = X ∈ n r . Let Z be a generator of the center of k then
Since the latter is just the dual space of the span of the compact roots in t * M it follows R = 0. Now Z acts as a scalar µ on ψ(n − ) and it is easy to see that ab = 0. Let
So it remains to show that Y → [X, θ(Y )] acts as a scalar on n − . To this end let H = [X, θ(X)] ∈ a then
Since root spaces are one dimensional there exists a number c = c Y such that [X, θ(Y )] = cY . Therefore [θ(X), Y ] = cθ(Y ) and (α r (H)/2)Y = c 2 Y . By this c is determined up to sign. So L acts on n − by at most two eigenvalues. Suppose there are two eigenvalues and an according decomposition
where n 0 − corresponds to the character of less absolute value. We will show
is an ideal of g which cannot be since g is simple, thus proving that there is only one eigenvalue of L on n − . For this it suffices to show [p M,− , n − ] = 0. Let X ∈ n − then X − θ(X) is in p − and therefore [p M,− , X − θ(X)] = 0. But p M also leaves stable the a-rootspaces, therefore [p M,− , X] = 0. We have shown that the center of k M acts be a character χ n − on n − . As for the value of this character recall that the center of k M acts by a character χ on p M,− . The assumption χ = χ n − would similarly allow us to construct a nontrivial ideal, hence it follows χ = χ n − . Now we can drop the assumption of g being simple.
Recall that each x j is a root vector, say
So let α be a noncompact negative root in φ(t M 1 , m 1 ). Since L acts on n − by the same scalar as on p M 1 ,− we get
Now let µ be the lowest weight of τ and let σ be the M -representation generated by τ . We may assume that σ is irreducible. We claim that µ is the lowest weight vector of σ. To see this it suffices to see that σ(p M,− )V τ = 0, which in turn follows from σ(p M,− )n − = [p M,− , n − ] = 0. We thus have shown that µ is the lowest weight vector of σ. So by Lemma 2.4 we get
On the other hand we know τ (
Note that 2ρ M,n is the dual of L. Since L is in the center of k M it follows
From this the claim follows. 2
Definef 0 t ,H as in [20] . Letting b * ∈ B * we therefore get in the case that
In the other case, c(H) = 1 we get Lemma. 2.6 Assume c(H) = 1 then for π ξ,ν as in section 2.1 we get
Now assume tr(π ξ,ν (f 0 t )) = 0 then Lemma 2.3 implies B(λ ξ 2 ) = B(ρ K∩G 2 ) whereas Lemma 2.4 in [34] gives B(λ ξ 1 ) = B(ρ M 1 ).
Therefore in the case c(H) = 1 we get
The heat trace
Since Γ is the fundamental group of X Γ , every conjugacy class [γ] in Γ defines a free homotopy class of closed paths in X Γ . It is known [12] that the union X γ of all closed geodesics which are homotopic to [γ] is a smooth submanifold of X Γ . Let χ 1 (X γ ) denote the first higher Euler number of X γ (see [10] ), i.e.
where b p (X γ ) is the p-th Betti number of X γ . Now let E H (Γ) denote the set of nontrivial Γ-conjugacy classes, which are in G conjugate to an element of H. For l ≥ 0 define
|.
If c(H) = 2 let
In the case c(H) = 1 we finally set
For a finite dimensional unitary representation (ϕ, V ϕ ) of Γ andφ denoting the dual of ϕ consider the unitary representation of G given by right translations on
It is known that this representation splits discretely
with finite multiplicities N Γ,ϕ ∈ Z ≥0 . The Selberg trace formula states that for a smooth function f on G which is rapidly decreasing it holds π∈Ĝ N Γ,ϕ (π)tr(π(f )) = We want to compute the orbital integrals of the function f 0 t . Let at first h ∈ G be a nonelliptic regular element. Since the trace of f 0 t vanishes on principal series representations which do not come from splitrank one Cartan subgroups, we see that O h (f 0 t ) = 0 unless h ∈ H, a splitrank one Cartan. Write H = AB and P = M AN as before. We have h = a h b h and we call h split-regular if the split part a h is regular in A which means that the centralizer of a h in G equals the centralizer of A in G. We will only be interested in the orbital integrals of split-regular elements. We will further assume a h to be in the positive Weyl chamber A + . For a split-regular h we have by [18] ,p. 32 ff with the notation from there:
. Now assume first c(H) = 2 then Lemma 4.3 in [33] shows
From [10] we take in the case that Γ is nice:
Now let (τ, V τ ) be a finite dimensional unitary representation of K M and and define for b ∈ B the monodromy factor:
and that for γ = a γ b γ split-regular we have
.
Note further that for the virtual representation ∧ * p M,+ it holds
From the above it finally follows that in the case c(H) = 2 we get that vol(Γ γ \G γ )O γ (f 0 t ) equals:
For the case c(H) = 1 Lemma 4.3 in [33] gives
We can split up the differential operatorω h according to the decomposition g = g 1 ⊕ g 2 and analogous to the above we get in the case c(H) = 1 that vol(Γ γ \G γ )O γ (f 0 t ) equals:
Fix a finite dimensional unitary representation (ϕ, V ϕ ) of Γ, let E ϕ denote the flat hermitian bundle given by the dualφ of ϕ, i.e. E ϕ := Γ\X × Vφ. Theorem 2.1 Let X Γ be a compact locally Hermitian space with fundamental group Γ and such that the universal covering is globally symmetric without compact factors. Assume Γ is nice and write △ p,q,ϕ for the Hodge Laplacian on (p,q)-forms with values in a the flat Hermitian bundle E ϕ , then
The reader should keep in mind that by its definition we have for the term of the identity:
where tr Γ is the Γ-trace. Further note that by the Plancherel theorem the Novikov-Shubin invariants of all operators △ 0,q are positive.
Euler-Poincaré functions
In this section we are going to construct Euler-Poincaré functions which have similar properties as the p-adic Euler-Poincaré functions considered by Kottwitz [29] . Here we again will consider a more general situation, so assume G semisimple and of Harish-Chandra class [19] . Compare this also to [30] . Assume we are given a unitary irreducible representation (τ, V τ ) of K. Write (τ , Vτ ) for the dual representation. The representationτ defines a G-homogeneous vector bundle Eτ over X = G/K and we will consider the space of smooth sections of Eτ :
The Casimir operator C of G acts on this space and defines a second order elliptic differential operator C τ on E τ . The methods of [2] indicate that the heat operator e tCτ , t > 0, acts by a smooth convolution kernel h τ t which is in the Harish-Chandra Schwartz space S(G). For any π ∈Ĝ it follows tr π(h τ t ) = e tπ(C) dim(V π ⊗ Vτ ) K .
Assume X Hermitian then by Lemma 2.3 there is a linear combination g τ of the functions h τ ′ t such that g τ ∈ S(G) and
Similar argumentations as in section 2.1 lead to trπ ξ,ν (g τ ) = 0 for any properly induced representation π ξ,ν . Now let (σ, W σ ) be a finite dimensional irreducible representation of G. Assume W σ is furnished with a scalar product such that σ| K is unitary. Lemma 2.4 of [34] says that if
Since π(C) = B(λ π ) − Bρ) there is a function f σ ∈ S(G) such that for any π ∈Ĝ:
This formula gives us the justification to call f σ an Euler-Poincaré function. Namely we have
a number which is often referred to as the Euler-Poincaré number of the pair (W σ , V π ). Since this assertion is of no relevance here we will only say that the proof follows the lines of the proof of Proposition 3.2. Let f σ , g τ as above. We now want to compute orbital integrals of f σ and g τ . Recall that an element g of G is called elliptic if it lies in a compact Cartan subgroup. Proposition 2.2 Let g be a semisimple element of the group G. If g is not elliptic, the orbital integrals O g (f σ ) and O g (g τ ) vanish. If g is elliptic we may assume g ∈ T , where T is a Cartan in K and then we have
, for all elliptic g and
if g is regular elliptic. For general elliptic g we have
, where c g is Harish-Chandra's constant, it does only depend on the centralizer G g of g. Its value is given in [10] , furtherω γ is the differential operator as in [18] p.33.
Proof: The vanishing of O g (f σ ) for nonelliptic g is immediate by Harish-Chandra's formula for the Fourier transform of orbital integrals [20] . Now let g ∈ K ∩ G ′ , where G ′ denotes the set of regular elements. We apply Lemma 4.3 of [33] to get O g (f σ ) = trσ(g).
This proves the proposition in the regular case. The general case is derived from this by standard considerations (see [18] , p32 ff.). A word of comment is in order here. In [33] everything is formulated in terms of a certain subgroup M + of M . One could either do the same here or see that Lemma 4.3 in [33] actually holds for M as well since the latter still is in the Harish-Chandra class (Lemma 4.9 in [19] ). One sees by Frobenius reciprocity that the right hand side of Lemma 4.2 in [33] actually gives the same for M as for M + . The case g τ is treated similarly. 2
The zeta functions of Selberg and Ruelle
In this section we generalize ideas of A. Juhl [25] to the higher rank case. We may assume X to be an arbitrary globally symmetric space of the noncompact type. Given these data, let Φ = Φ η,σ,n,s : G → C be defined by
To see the welldefinedness of Φ recall first that by the decomposition 
where the sum runs over all classes [γ] such that γ is conjugate to an element m γ a γ of M A + .
Proof: The function f σ is rapidly decreasing [2] , replace for the moment g n s by g n s χ T , where χ T :Ā + → [0, 1] is a C ∞ -function which is constant 1 for l a ≤ T and constant 0 for l a ≥ T + 1. Then Φ is rapidly decreasing and it thus goes into the trace formula. Considering each side of the trace formula separately it is easy to see that, as T tends to infinity, both converge dominatedly. 2
The generalized Selberg zeta function
Besides the parabolic P = M AN we also consider the opposite parabolic P = M AN . The Lie algebra ofN is writtenn. Let V denote a Harish-Chandra module of G then we consider the Lie algebra homology H * (n, V ) and cohomology H * (n, V ). It is shown in [23] that these are Harish-Chandra modules of the group M A. We will say that a discrete subgroup Γ ⊂ G is nice if for every γ ∈ Γ the adjoint Ad(γ) has no roots of unity as eigenvalues. Every arithmetic Γ has a nice subgroup of finite index [5] . Let H 1 ∈ A + be the unique element with B(H 1 ) = 1.
We will denote by E H (Γ) the set of nontrivial Γ-conjugacy classes [γ] , which are such that γ is in G conjugate to an element of H. Such an element will then be written a γ b γ or a γ m γ . The element γ = 1 will be called primitive if σ ∈ Γ and σ n = γ with n ∈ N implies n = 1. Every γ = 1 is a power of a unique primitive element. Obviously primitivity is a property of conjugacy classes. Let E p H (Γ) denote the subset of E H (Γ) consisting of all primitive classes. 
. Then Z H,σ,ϕ has a meromorphic continuation to the entire plane. The vanishing order of Z H,τ,ϕ (s) at a point s = λ(H 1 ), λ ∈ a * , is
where (.) λ denotes the generalized λ-eigenspace.
Note that H q (n, π ) ) and H q (n, π 0 ) are Harish-Chandra modules for the group M A. The Cartan involution θ induces an isomorphism
where the latter is H q (n, π 0 ) with θ-twisted action, so ma would operate as θ(ma). Therefore the order of Z H,τ,ϕ (s) at s = λ(H 1 ) can also be expressed as 
This can also be expressed as
Proof: Extend Wσ to a m ⊕ n-module by letting n act trivially. We then get H p (n, π) ⊗ Wσ ∼ = H p (n, π ⊗ Wσ).
The (m, K M )-cohomology of the module H p (n, π⊗Wσ) is the cohomology of the complex (C * ) with
Now one considers the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence in the relative case for the exact sequence of Lie algebras and the (m ⊕ n, K M )-module π ⊗ Wσ. We have E p,q 2 = H q (m, K M , H p (n, π ⊗ Wσ)) and E p,q ∞ = Gr q (H p+q (m ⊕ n, K M , π ⊗ Wσ)). Now the module in question is just
Since the differentials in the spectral sequence are A-homomorphisms this equals χ(E ∞ ). So we get an A-module isomorphism of virtual A-modules
The second statement is clear by [6] det(1 − e −slγ ϕ(γ)), then Z R H,ϕ (s) extends to a meromorphic function on C. Proof: Consider first the case when there is only one positive root α r in the root system Φ(a, g), we normalize B such that |α r | = 2. Then a acts on ∧ ln by a −lαr . Let σ l denote the representation of K M on ∧ ln the we get Z R H,ϕ (s) = dim N l=0 Z H,σ l ,ϕ (s + 2l) (−1) l and hence the claim. If we have two positive roots, say α r and αr 2 , with |α r | = 2 then we havē n =n r ⊕n I wheren r has dimension one and a acts onn r by a −αr and onn I by a ) (−1) l .
The holomorphic torsion zeta function
Now let X be Hermitian again and let (τ, V τ ) be an irreducible unitary representation of K M . 
See 2.3 for the constants.
For a nicer presentation of the results we will now assume that G is simple. Proof: The equality is gotten by taking the Mellin transform of the expressions in Theorem 2.1. Then one uses the fact that the identity contribution to the trace formula equals the Γ-trace. (2d(H)) n H ).
We assemble the results of this section to Let n 0 be the order of Z ϕ at zero then Proposition 4.1 shows that
where h p,q (X Γ ) is the (p, q)-th Hodge number of X Γ and h 
